
HOW TO WRITE A FAKE WIKIPEDIA ARTICLE

So I spend an unhealthy amount of time browsing Wikipedia. It's just interesting to hit the "Random Article" button and
learn about some.

So the people who are editing usually have a critical thinking hat on, and are looking for everything that can
needs to be deleted. This may be later today, tomorrow, or several months from now. However, a good PR
agency will tell young companies to focus on topics bigger than themselves in their media outreach. If the
article is just about a word or phrase and especially if there are very different ways that a term is used, it
usually belongs in Wiktionary. Are you closely connected to the article topic? One of the aspects of that
learning curve is what you're allowed to write, basically. Other times, these companies just met the bar over
the last year and on one has started a page yet. Otherwise, it will be difficult for readers to find the article. The
story that Donald Trump had died of a heart attack , for instance, spread like wildfire on August 13, but
digging through the history of the Donald Trump Wikipedia article suggests that the hoax never showed up
there at all. Wikipedians will often give you vague feedback in pre-written templates filled with Wikipedia
jargon that encourages you to improve your article and resubmit. Edit using personal accounts. A daughter.
Articles that contain different definitions of the topic Articles are primarily about what something is, not any
term s. The Article Wizard will take you through all the steps you need to do to comply with Wikipedia's
guidelines while taking all the guesswork out of getting published. Biography means the article has a strong
element of historical narrative as opposed to thought leadership or personal interest stories. As you continue to
expand your research on your topic and collect more sources of information, you can add more updates to your
article. How to Write a New Wikipedia Article If you have the knowledge to share about a particular topic but
notice there's no Wikipedia article for it yet, you could be the one to start it. VICE: How'd you get into writing
about fake news? Oh my God! Finally, please note that superficial modification of material, such as minor
rewording, is insufficient to avoid plagiarism and copyright violations. People are gonna take it out, and
they're gonna point you to the reason why they took it out, usually. At the bottom of the page about the
protests , there's one or two lines about [fake news].


